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ABSTRACT 
Title of Thesis: Habitat, home range, and population study of the 
eastern box turtle (Terrapene carolina) 
Lynette Hallgren-Scaffidi, Masters of Science, 1986 
Thesis directed by: Dr. Vagn Flyger 
Professor 
Animal Science 
This study covers the home range, population size, habitat type 
and components of habitat of the eastern box turtle, Terrapene carolina. 
The study area was within the floodplains of the Patuxent River on the 
grounds of Patuxent Wildlife Research Center, Laurel, Maryland. A home 
range and population study was conducted by Lucille Stickel in 1945 
within the same study-area and provided a basis for comparative analy s i s 
including information on population trends. 
Mark-recapture data and a tread-trailer device were used to esti-
mate populations, trace the daily route of eleven individual turtles, 
and home range size. The range length and convex polygon methods we r e 
used to calculate home range size. The average box turtle s home range 
as calculated by the range length method was .733 hectare s . In addi -
tion the average area calculated by the convex polygon method i s .9 55 
hectares for the thread-trailer technique. These home range estima t es 
depict a small reduction in range size from Stickels original estima t es 
Forest maturation is proposed as one of the primary factors influenc-
ing this reduction of range size. 
The population size of the box turtle within the study-area wa s 
ascertained by mark-recapture techniques. Using the Schnabel Method of 
estimating population size, an avera ge of 8.62 (8.30 for 1984; 8.92 for 
1985) turtle s per hectare wa s de termined. The total number of turtl e s 
fo und during the 1985 study season (58) in comparison to the tota l 
number found during the 1945 study season (284) demonstrates the 
declining population of the Patuxent box turtles over the las t four 
dec a des. 
The largest population of box turtles were found in forest habitat s 
or forest-field ecotones. Determination of box turtles preference for 
ha bitat typ es and components of habitat was emphasized in this study. 
Two habitat type s , 'dried strea mbeds' and 'woods opening', encompassed 
the smallest areas of the study site while providing habita t for the 
greatest number of turtles. In addition many turtles s howed prefere n ce 
for two components of habitats (out in the open and under a log). 
Howe ver, because it is easier to locate turtles out in the open, it i s 
proposed here that the large number of turtles found in this Component 
of Habit a t is due to bias surveying t echnique s and not a prefe r e nce for 
turtles. The results also provide information for improving box turtl e 
habitat within parklands. 
Changes to the study-area and surrounding ecosystems have occurr e d 
over the pa s t four decades. The fore s t ha s matur e d, up s tr eam water s 
ha ve been impounded by dams, filtration pla nts built a nd increa s ed 
pollution of the Patuxent River have occurred. The decline in b ox 
turtle abundance i s probably due to th~ freq u e nt floods tha t inunda t e 
turtle e ggs when up s tream dams are opened. 
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is a r-eport of a study on home range, 
size and habitat requirements of the eastern 
box turtle, TerraQene carolina. Detailed observations of 
habitat types, and components of habitat at the 
observation point of each turtle affords a unique 
oppor-tunity to determine specific preferences and 
requir e ments of the box turtle. 
The study was conducted on the Patuxent River 
floodplain within the Patuxent Wildlife Research Center; 
Laurel, Maryland. A population and home range study in 
the same area was originally conducted by Lucille Stickel 
beti,.Jeen 1944 and 1947. Because of Stickel 's initial 
research, the Patuxent floodplain box turtle population 
was chosen for this study, Comparative analysis of home 
range and population size estimates for both studies may 
provide long range population trends of this long lived 
speci es as well as ecological information of its habitat 
and surrounding ecosystems. 
1 
BACKGROUND 
Br-eder (1927) originated extensive studies of home 
range size of land 
attaching a spool of thread to the back of a turtle in 
order to follow and record the turtles exact 
Breder·s conclusions suggested that each box 
occupies 
range'. 




Cagle ( 1944) investigated three turtle species, 




a home range. 
techniques, 
Based upon results from 
all three species were 
determined to possess home ranges. However, aggressive, 
territorial behavior was not displayed by the turtles. 
Stickel (1950) estimated population and home range 
size by 
detail cc; d 
trailer 
located 
repeated captures of marked turtles. More 
data on range size was provided by the thread 
device devised by Breder (1927). All turtles 
four more times (the average number of 
recaptures per animal was eight) were used to estimate 
average home range size. Thread trailers, placed on 
eleven turtles, provided records of individual turtle 
activity for periods of 1 to 44 days with the exception 
of one turtle which was followed for 161 days. Stickel 
ascert a ined that home ranges overlapped grossly thus 
2 
confir ming eagle's (1944) assumption that box turtles do 
not d ef end territories. 
after 
Th e turtle population study was repeated each decade 
1945 using the procedures established by Stickel 
(1978), and provided information on population dynamics 
of this long-lived species in its native habitat. 
S c hwartz and Schwartz (1974) reported results from a 
nine year study of population and home range size of 
Terra2 2 ne carolina on a 55 acre study-site in Missouri. 
The S chwartz e s employed repeated captures (using dogs to 
locat e the turtles), thread trailers, and radiotelemetry 
to estimate range size. Miniature radio transmitters 
were a t tached to five turtles whose home ranges had been 
previously determine d by repeated captures . Estimated 
home ranges using radiotelemetry were smaller than range 
e s tima t es determined by repeated captures in four of the 
five cases (The fifth radiotelemetry estimate was 2.04 
times larger than its mark-recapture counterpart). In 
additi o n, observation of surroundings of each located 
turtl e 
turtl e s . 
provided information about habitat utilization by 
The greatest number of box turtles were found 
wo odland habitats and forest-field ecotones, 
suggest ing preference for these two habitat. 
(1975) conducted a study of home range size 
and h ,:,b i ta t preference of!~c~~Q~Q~ carol ina ------- - in th e 
Kalbfl e ish Field Research Station on Long Island. Home 
ranges in this study were calculated on the basi s of 
3 
I~: ,. ,· 
radiot e lemetry recordings of 23 turtles for periods of 50 
to ~ GO days. Madden's observation of habitat 
prefer e nces 
suggest ing 
agrees with Schwartz and Schwartz (1974) 
that turtles concentrate their activities 
in 
in 
the forest-brush and forest field ecotones. 
E a ch of the above mentioned studies provided 
e:{ten s i ve information of home range and population size 
of Ter r a ~ene carolina. However, information on habitat 
pref er·· ,_, n ce and requirements are yet in the primitive 
stages . This study investigates preference of habitat 
types and components of habitat based upon distribution 
of tur t les amoung these areas. 
I n this present and unrelenting era of rapid 
reduct i o n of natural ecosystems, man must attempt to 
e:-:pan ci his knowledge of macro and microhabitat 
requi r ,.!r,e nts of all wildlife species to aide management 
of r c·:,: a i ni ng parklands in improving and ma>: i mi zing 
habi t.=:,t capacity. In light of this, the discussion of 
this r e port provides guidelines for management of 
v,i 1 dl .::1 : ,d s 
habit 2 t . 
establish and maintain prime box turtle 
T i:e present 
work, p rovides a 
study, 
long 
in conjunction with Stickel ·s 
term monitor system for the 
Patux ~:,t box turtle population and the ecosystem of the 
area. The benefits of such studies were bes t 
e>:pl a i ,·,ed by Schwartz and Schwartz ( 1974): 
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"Because many turtles live in a relat i vely small 
area for many years, and because they are ex t~ c mely long 
1 i ved; this common species can be co1v .:, i dered a 
significant indicator of environmental condit i u is of its 
habitat over a long period. A continuing s Lu d y of this 
animal affords a unique opportunity for l c,ng range 
ecological information as contrasted to mos t 
species which are rel ati vel y shorter 1 i ved or I ,ave 1 arger 
home ranges." 
Habitat preference; 
The eastern box turtle has been found in a l l habitats, 
but is essentially considered a wood 1 a r1 c: species 
(Stickel, 1950; Allard, 1948). Stickel (1950) ~nd Strang 
< 1983) have contrasting opinions as to t h ~ prefered 
habitat of this specie. Stickel concludes the box 
turtles are far more numerous on floodplain s . Strass, 
studying a population at the Florence Jones Reinemand 







tur ll es were 
habit c1t. , a mid-
successional forest dominated by oaks (Quer c u s spp.), 
black birch (Betula lenta>, and red maple <A c: r t~ !'.:~~!'.:!:!!!!); 
upland habitat consisting of rocky areas, 
less diverse oak-dominated tree flora; 
knob habitat containing acidic red 
dr i e ,~ soi 1 and 
and y e l low pine 
soil a nd flora 
d o min a t e d by oaks, pitc h pine <P i nus rigida), blueberry 
5 
(Vaccinium spp.) thickets and mosses. 
One of the most conspicuous characteristics of 
habitat utilization by box turtles is their extensive use 
of cover during inactivity (Stickel, 1950 > • Tangles of 
vines and briars, heaps of debris formed during scouring 
floods and 
floodplains. 
brush piles are all common features of 
These areas provide ample hiding places for 
box turtles during their periods of inactivity. Networks 
of natural drainage channels, or dried streambeds, lacing 
bottomlands offer favorable basking areas readily used by 
box turtles (Stickel, 1950). During the hotter periods 
of the year, box turtles prefer damp habitats and shade. 
Swampy areas and thick canopy are frequently encountered 
features in floodplains as opposed to the drier 




A second type of habitat utlilization is the use of 
"forms". A form is a cavity excavated by the box turtle 
in a superficial layer of leaves, debris, low dens e 
vegetation, or- soil (Stickel, 1950; Strass et al, 1982 ). 









of desication during dry 
from preda tor s during 
retreat during hot periods, and for 
avoiding periods of high mosquito activity (Allard, 193 5; 
Crans and Rockel, 1968; Strass et al, 1982). In dry or 
6 
unusually hot or cold weather, a turtle may remain in a 
form for e x tended periods of time. During f a ll, forms 
are excavated to progressively greater depths a s cooler 
weather approaches <Stickel, 1950). 
Dietary preference; 
The bo}: turtle is an omnivorous feeder, eating 
almost anything it find. Mushrooms, insects and their 
l a rval stages, earthworms, slugs, snails, carrion, 
blackberries, strawberries, and other fruits provide most 
of the dietary needs of the turtle (Allard, 
1950; Dickson, 1953). The primary food 
1935; 




diet _varies with seasons and habitats 
1950) . When fungi, fruits and flowers are 
sc a rce, bo>: turtles feast mainly on 
inve rtebrates <Strang, 1983 ). 
harvestman, snail s a nd 
Be etles , 
mushroon s 
spid e r s , 
ar e al 1 millipeds , 
commonly found in bottomland s , such a s the Patux ent 
study- area (Stickel, 1950) . 
Reproduction; 
Females often travel long dist a nces a t e gg laying 
time, between June and mid-July. At s uch time s they ma y 
leave their normal home ranges i n sea rch o f s uitabl e s it e 
to deposit their eggs. Th e length of e gg - l a ying tr i p s is 
believed dep e nded on the distance b e tween home r a n ges 




by captures of female turtles outside their 
home range during the egg-laying period. 
Distances ranging between 750 meters to 774 meters have 
been noted (Stickel, 1950). 
Egg-beds are e:-: cavated each spring by females 
using their powerful hind feet. A flask-shaped cavity is 
created with an average depth of two to three 
below the soil surface <Allard, 1948; Dickinson 
inches 
1953). 
An average of four eggs (range two to seven) are 
deposited in each egg-bed then covered with soil <Allard, 
1948) . 








periods for the Washington, 
temperatures 
193 5) . Norma l 
D.C. area have 
been established as approximately three months (Allard, 
1948). Turtle eggs are covered by a leathery shell which 
provides a permeable layer between the embryo and it s 
surrounding environment through which water c a n be gained 
or lost to the surrounding sub s trate. <Tucker et al , 
1978). 
Mortality factors; 
The primary predatory attacks on box turtles are during 
the egg stage. Ants, snakes, raccoon s , skunk s , crows , 
and dogs all feast on turtle eggs (Dickin s on, 1953) . 
Research on success of turtles nestlings show that 
8 
inundation of nest sites may be one of the most i mportant 




< 1976) discovered that nest sites in sandbars 
the Kansas River suffered high 





levels were primarily controlled by dam output on the 
Kansas River, and not directly correlated with rainfall). 
Eggs were found to withstand short perids of inundation 
without harmful effects, but inundation exceeding two 
days in early embryonic stages drastically decreased 
chances of normal development (Plummer, 1976). The main 
effect of flooding was suffocation of developing 
e mbryos and hatchlings . Embryos o btain m-:ygen by 
diffusion of gases through pores in the egg shell 
this is impossible when eggs are covered by water. 
but 
In 
a ddition, e>:cessi ve rainfall lowers the ambi a nt 





by slowing development. 
increa se the chances that 




Each new turtle found was marked by a code s y s tem 
originated by Cagle (1 939 ) (See Appendix A) • Markings 
are permanent so that recognition from decad e to d ecade 
is possible. A permanent marking syst e m i s n ecessary 





turtles. The Ernst system < 1974) 
the marking turtles is similar to 




marginal laminae that are marked. The Cagle system uses 
codes to provide a reference point for later 
the number of a marked turtle. In contrast, 




instant identification of a turtle, over-coming the 
comple:<i ty and non-consecutiveness of the Cagle system. 
However, the Ernst system necessitates more code marks 
than the Cagle system, even at low numbers <Smith and 
Chiszar, 1975; Ernst, Hershey and Barbour, 1974). 
Sexing and sex ratios; 
Upon maturity, turtle species develop secondary sex 
features which can aide researchers in determining 
Se>: of individual turtles with relative accu,.-acy. 
the 
To 
determine sex with certainty, examination of internally 
1 ocated gonads is required. Ho1,-,ever, this procedure 
requires sacrificing animals. Use of secondary se:-: 
characteristics, ,.-ather than dissection, i s advisable 
whenever valid se}:ual dimorphic feature s have been 
discovered (Harless and Morlock, 1979). Acceptable means 
for externally se>: i ng juvenile turtles are not 
available. Featu,.-es useful for s e>: i ng eastern 
turtles have been established (See Appendi x A). 





has been reported for various species of t urtl es . Forbes 
( 1940) found 
Diamondback 
researchers; 
the most notable deviation of 1: 5 . 9 for 
Terrapin (Malaclemm~ 
Sexton (1959), Cagle 
s~~:ti:::.~:t~ > • 
< 1950) and 
Other 
Risley 
(1933), have also claimed a female bias, but according to 
Gibbons < 1970), data was influenced by faulty 
methodology, identification or selective sampling. 
Other studied species show a variety of sex ratios with 
an overall average showing a slight female bias of .96:1 
(Harless and Morlock,1979). After analyzing sex r a tio 
data from Stickel (1950) Reagan (1974), Schwartz and 
Schwartz ( 1974) , Leuch and Carpenter (1981) found no 
significant deviation from a 1: 1 sex ratio among 
populations of box turtles. Stickel (1978) reported a 
decline in proportion of females over 2 0 year s of age 
during a 30 year time s pan. Leuck and Carpenter < 1981) 
questioned the determination of sex ratio using only 
those individuals over 20 years of age. Howe ver, unl ess 
there is differential mort a lity of the sex e s between the 
and adult stage s or un e qual s ex r a tios at sub-adult 
hatching, which has not b e en found, then s e x r a tio base d 
upon individuals over 20 y ear s of a g e s hould prov id e a n 
accurate estimate of the ove rall sex r a t i o for t he en t i re 
pop ulation in each age cl a ss. 
The ratio of ma les to female s in tur t l es may h a v e 
considerabl e bearing on reproductive s uc c e s s 
11 
<Hilderbrand, 1929) . E>:tensi ve experiments on 
Diamondback Terrapin (Malaclemm~s sp.) have s hown that 
egg fertility in females is higher when there is a higher 
proportion of males to females in e>:per i mental 
populations (Tinkle, 1961). 
Environmental sex determination, which plays a role 
in the determination of se>: ratios, is a unique 
characteristic of most turtles, including 
and al 1 i gators. Environmental se>: 
determination is a phenomenon in which the incubation 
temperature of an egg determines the sex of its 
embryo < Bul 1 , 1980) • All male broods are developing 
produced at one temperature extreme (22 to 28 C) and 
exclusively females at the other e:{treme (30-35 C). 
Broods consisting of both mal e s and females develop, 
usually in a 1:1 sex ratio, within a narrow temperature 
range between the two extremes at about 29 C <Bull, Vogt, 
and Bulmer, 1982). Therefore, with environmental sex 
determination the sex ratio is determined by two factors, 
a) the mothers choice of nest site, b) the embryo's sex 
differentiation in res ponse to temper a tur e (Bulme r a nd 
Bul 1 , 1982) • 
Estimating age; 
Nichols (1939) plotted carapace length a gainst known 
turtle ages forT. carolinato derive -------- a curvilinea r 
relationship. Elghammer et al (1979) repres ented thi s 
12 
relationship in the two following equations: 
y O.lx 
1. 3 - e eq. 1 
100 
0.36 
y = _::,O;,.: eq. 2 
<Y= carapace length; x= age in years) 
The second equation is considered a more reasonable 
predictor of age from carapace length; however, it lS 
recognized as a crude approximation. Using these 
equations, Elghammer et al {1974) derived at the 
following estimations of mean age for T. 
years for males {range 50 to 100); 60 years for females 
{range 16 to 122). 
Growth rings of the scutes can also be used to 
estimate the age. Elghammer et al (1979) found that 
ring counts were technically difficult, and h a d s trong 
reservations about its interpretation. Cagle { 1944) 
estimated age of turtles using this method, but considers 
the techique only reliable under condition s of rapid 
shell growth. The period of rapid gr-owth f o r box turtles 
occurs before the years of 18 to 2 1. Th e ,~efor- e , 
quantitative analysis o ·f gro~'llth lines provides a 
reasonable approximation of age for individual s still 
gr-owing (or- younger than the 18-2 1 year s a ge br ac k e t). 
Turtles with greater than 18-21 growth ring s are th e n 
simply categorized as more than 20 year s old <Sti c k e l, 
1978). Long term population studies, s uch a s this study, 
1 ..,. ·-' 
will provide more accurate approximations of lif e s pan 
forT. ~~~QliQ~ and other long lived s p e ci es . 
Geographical range; 
The qenusTerra~eneconsists of mostly terrestrial 
dwellers of the primarily aquatic family Emyidae. Two 
s pecies of 
(western bo;,: 
brn-: tur-tl es, 
turtle), 
T. 
are found in the United 
ornata - -----
States. 
I~~~~~~Q~ ~~~Ql~Q~ ranges from Southeast New Hampshire to 
Florida, west to Michigan, Il 1 i noi s and Tennesse. 
a turtle of the plains and prairies, 
ranges fr-om Indiana to Southeastern Wyoming , south 
through Texas and into the c o a stal prairi es of 
(Conan t , 1958). 
Lo uisiana 
Si :-:teen species of turtles are indiginous to the 
state of Maryland. The eastern box turtle is the only 
truely ter-res trial s p e ci es of the 16 n a ti v e s p ec i es . Two 
of the species, Clemm~s muhlenber-gi(bog a nd 
ar e c onsi d ered semi -
ter-r-estr-i a l; however, the y a re e nd a n ger e d an d uncommo n, 
res pective ly, i n Ma r-yland (Nor d e n, 1984). 
Home range; 
The home range concept i s vi e we d a s a va l i d and 
u s eful measure me nt. Howe v er- , d isagreeme n t often occu r s 
among those who have attempted to define and est ima t e t h e 
actual area . S t ud i es tha t d eterm i ne h o me ran ge s i ze 
14 
contribute to the understanding of a number of ecologic a l 
processes: a) providing an indication of the s ize of an 
area necessary to sustain a breeding population of the 
given species; b) the degree of intraspecific overlap of 
home ranges indicates the social structure or tolerance 
of the population (Harless and Morlock, 1979) . c) home 
range size, along vJi th population density "constitutes an 
expression of the status of the population and an index 
to the sui tabi 1 i ty of the environment" (Stickel, 1950). 
Defining home range has created controversy among 
individuals studying the topic and slightly different 
definitions have been formulated for a large number of 
home range studies. Three definitions are reviewed here. 
Stickel (1950) defined home range as 'the area over which 
an animal normally travels in the course of its daily 
activities. Jennrich and Turner (1969) specified the 
definition as the area of the smallest subregion that 
accounts for a specified portion (i.e. 95%) of its total 
utilization. Burt ( 1943) formulated the most noted 
definition; 'the area traversed by the individual in its 
normal activities of food gathering, mating and caring 
for young. Occassional sallies outside the area , perhap s 
exploratory in nature, should not be considered p a rt of 
the home range. In contrast, the definition of 
territory appears relatively uniform within the 
scientific literature. Territory is any defended area, 
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be it the entire home range or only a portion of it 
(Noble,1939; Burt,1943; Stickel,1950). Home range of box 
turtles frequently overlap one another suggesting 
box turtles do not maintain a territory (Stickel, 
that 
1950). 
To summarize the home range, territory concept, all 
animals have home ranges whether stationary or shifting. 
However, only those species that protect some portion of 
home range by fighting or aggressive behavior can be 
categorized as possessing territory (Burt, 1943). 
Methods used for estimating home range size vary as 
greatly as the definition. The various methods often 
concludes different results for the same data. However, 
individual estimates using a given method for one species 
usually possess similar statistical magnitudes of error, 
enabling intraspecific comparative analys i s of home range 
(McNab,1963). 
One of the simplest methods used for estimating home 
range size is the minimum area method. Home range, with 
this method, 
polygon drawn 
is represented by the area of 
by connecting the outermost 
a conve:{ 
point s of 
detection <Mohr, 1947; Southernwood,1966). Thi s method 
is graphically simplistic, a nd e x hibit s goo d s t atisi c al 
stability, 
(Jennrich 
but is bias ed 1n accordance with sample s ize 
and Turner,1969). Variations of the minimum 
a) Home range i s represented area method are available: 
by the convex polygon, drawn by using minimum ar e a 
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method, plus a boundary strip of one half the distance to 
the ne>:t 
calculated 
trap (Stickel, 1946a); b) Home range i s 
under the assumption that the greatest 
between points of capture constitutes the distance 
diameter of a circle which represents the animals home 
range (Stickel, 1946a, Fitch, 1947). 
The modified minimum area method determines the 
outer boundaries of the home range of an animal by using 
one quarter the length of the distance between the two 
points of capture that are farthest apart. Capture 
points farther than one quarter of this range length from 
any other capture point are e x cluded from the main home 
range area. Instead, these points are connected to the 
closest point, within the home range, by a straight line, 
a one foot wide ban (Harvey and designating 
Barbour, 1965) . Fitch < 1958) developed an additional 
method that is advantageous for approximation of home 
range size when only limited amounts of recapture point s 
are available. This method uses the average di s tance 
between recapture points for estimating the radius of the 
home range. 
Possible factors governing home range size; 
There is considerable controversey with reg a rd to 
the factors which influence the s ize of the home range . 
Some of the f a ctors that may govern rang e siz e : 
1) Body size: The size of the home rang e i s rel a ted 
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to the body mass of the inhabiting animal. La rg e r 
species, which possess a gr e a t er energy demand, requi re a 
larger area for gathering food (unless food e:-: i s t s in 
superabundance) (McNab,1963). McNab estimated the power 
function relating home range size to body mass a s an 
e>:ponent of 0.63 for mammals. In contrast, Baker and 
Mewaldt < 1979) found an exponent of 1.31, as well as 
Harestad and Bunnell s (1979) similar estimate of 1. 3 6 
(both for mammals). McNab's low exponent estimation is 
believe to be a result of a lower percentage of 
carnivores in his data set than Harestad and Bunnell s. 
Carnivores, requiring larger home r a nges, have greater 
exponents relating range size to body mass. Ther e fore, 
trophic status may influence home range size to a greater 
degree than body ma ss (Jenkins , 1981). 
2) Trophic level: Predatory species r e quire 
greater 
1963). 
range than those that gather or f o rag e 
Harestad and Bunnell (1979) suggest th a t 
(McNab, 
l a r ger 
animals may be "forced to include l a rg e r patch e s of 
relatively unproductive h a bi t a t 1n th e ir home r a nge s th a n 
smaller animals." This is due to density of "ac c ess ibl e 
and acceptable food" decreasing with increas ing body mass 
and trophic level. Therefore, food d e n s ity, di s tribut i o n 
and abundance appear to be more criti c al determin a n ts 
of home range size than the typ e o f food e a t en . 
Gr a ni v ores and carnivores, requi r ing sc a rce food s ources 
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such as seeds and animal matter are shown to have grea ter 
ranges than herbivores and omnivores (Baker and 
Mewal dt, 1979) . 
3) Metabolic rate: Mace and Harvey (1983) tested 
the correlation between home range size and daily energy 
e:-:pendi ture. No significant relationship was found 
between 
critical 
the two. HovJever, 
determinant, 
if rate of metabolism is a 
then adverse environmental 
conditions, which increase daily energy expenditure, 
would be expected to influence range size (McNab, 1963 ). 
4) Inferior habitat: In very poor habitats, the 
energy expenditure needed to acquire food may exceed the 
energy value of the food. Inferior habitats may also 
lack provisions of food and shelter within a reasonable 
distance of each other (Stickel, 1950). Factors of 
inferior habitat, such as deficiency or over abundance of 
water and poor soil conditions influence home range size 
action on the distribution and abundan c e of through 
plants (food density). For e:-:ampl e, d esert mammal s 
require greater range areas than their woodland 
counterparts (McNab,1963). 
5) Population density: Species requiring l a rg e home 
ranges typically cannot maint a in loca lly den se 
populations due to the greater demand s for s urvi v al by 
such species (McNab, 1963 > • Hence, rang e s i z e h as a 
tendency to be smaller in densely populated areas th a n in 
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sparsely populated ones (Stickel, 1950). 
Home r a nge of Terra~ene carolina. 
Home r a nge of the eastern box turtle is typic a lly 
shaped in a circular fashion. In the following cited 
literature, home range represents the average maximum 
diameter of home range. Stickel (1950) found the mean 
home range to be 100.58 meters diameter (+7.92 meters SE) 
for male box turtles and 112.78 meters diameter (+8.84 
meters SE) for female box turtles. The difference 
betv-Jeen range size of males and females was not 
significant. Dolbeer < 1969) calculated average home 
range diameter of box turtles in Tennessee as 74.4 meters 
Home range of box turtles in Missouri was estimated at 
l e ss than two hectares (Kies ter et al , 1982). Nichol s 
< 1939 > studying box tur t les near hi s home in Long Island 
found the normal diameter to range 201.17 meters. 
Eastern box turtles show distinctive homing 
instincts when removed from their home r a nge through 
e>:peri mental and natural (flooding) me an s . Immedi ate ly 
following periods of flooding, surveys we re performe d at 
the Patuxent study site . Individua l t ur t l es , in whi c h 
home ranges were previous ly known, were found a maxi mum 
of 204 meters from t he near e st portion of t heir n o rm a l 
home range. Eleven days a fter the flooding, t h e t u rt l e 
di s placed the greates t di s t a nc e was o nce a g a in loc at ed 
within i ts normal range ( Stickel, 1948). 
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E>:per-i mental displacement of a number of 
r-epr-esentative tur-tles was per-for-med to deter-mine the box 
turtles homing techniques. Movements of turtles placed 
outside their established home r-ange consisted of an 
initial er-ratic movement (less than 10 meters) followed 
by unidirectional travels to the vicinity of the 
of individuals home r-ange (Posey, 1979). 
may be locally 
Periods 
unidirectional movement interrupted by 
obstacles along the pathway and inactivity at night 
<Lemakau, 1970). Natural and man-made guidelines 
provided by physical features such as woods, field edges, 
roads and streambeds are often followed during the course 
of their movements (Lemkau,1970; Posey,19794). Ce lestial 
navigation is not evident when turtles are located in 
their normal range where surrounding topogr-aphic featur-es 
are familiar (DeRosa and Taylor, 1982). 
While a turtle is moving in unfamiliar- territory, it 
often stops to observe its surroundings for a bri e f 
period before continuing on its trek. Accur a te home war-d 
movement largely disappeared during p a r-tly or-
overcast skies, indicating turtles do u s e a 
c ompl e t e ly 
for-m of 
celestial navigation during their tr a vel s (Gould, 195 7). 
A second form of long range, un i directional move me n t 
occurs among transients. Transient turtles move more or 
less continuously through an area without recros sing a n y 
of the area passed through pr-eviously. It i s beli e v e d 
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that these occassional long- di s tance migrant s p l ay a r o l e 
in ''maintaining genetic s imil a rity among popul a tion s a nd 
aide in spreading beneficial genes'' (Kiest e r et al,1982 ; 
Vance, 1985). 
OBJECTIVES 
This study was undertaken to learn about changes in 
a local box turtle population that has been under 
surveillance since 1945. The objectives were: 
1. To determine population and home range sizes of 
the eastern box turtle population at the Patuxent 
Wildlife Research Center's floodplain and compare the 
findings with those of previous studies on the same area. 
2. To analyze habitat types and components of habitats 
used by the box turtles to determine preference and 
requirements by the species. Results will provide 
guidelines for park and wilderness ma nageme nt of box 
turtle habitat. 
To determine changes that have occurr e d to the 
study area and its surroundings for hypoth e tical 
correlation with population trends. 
METHODOLOGY: 
Description of the area; 
The Patuxent Research Refuge near Laurel, Maryland 
consists of 1073 hectares of primarily wooded land along 
the 
The 
the Patuxent River. The study area was located in 
floodplains of the River. (See figures 6 and 7). 
entire floodplain area is woodlands divided and opened 
by a network of tributaries and dried streambeds which 
provide natural drainage channels for the Patuxent River. 
Additional openings in the canopy are created by fallen 
trees which often carry along masses of grapevine and 
poi s on ivy upon falling. These lianas often form large 
dense mounds of debris which provides extensively used 
protective cover for box turtles. Flooding scours the 
study area following heavy rains, especially 1n the 
spring. Strong currents sweep through n atural drainage 
channels in contrast to normal condition s when they stand 
dry 
July 
or contain a shallow stagnant body of water . From 




dry periods when floodgates t o up st ream dams are 
sending raging flood s through the study area. 
carried downstream during the flood s li tter the 
entire area. Leaves, sticks and other debris moved by 
the floods' energy at the base of trees, providing 
additional cover used by the box turtles. 
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Survey methods: 
The United States Geological Survey surveyed the 
entire Patuxent Wildlife Refuge in 1940, placing numbered 
cement markers at 110.58 meter intervals, 
the entire area into 1 hectare plots. 
thus dividing 
During the 
present study transect lines using florescent flagging 
were placed at 6 meter intervals providing a field grid 
pattern joining cement markers. 
of turtles occurred during systematic, Capture 
standardized census trips in which effort was made to 
cover the area thoroughly and uniformly. Each trip to 
the study area consisted of approximately 6 man hours 
surveying two of the 1 hectare plots. Surveyors 
systematically walk parallel to the transect lines 
intensively searching around all vegetation, log s and 
debris. The 1984 survey season was aided by a dog 
trained in using its superior sense of smell to locate 
turtles. Capture locations were recorded u sing 
compass readings and paced distances with r eference to 
the cement (permanent) markers. Ca pture data is use d to 
estimate population and home range size, 
captures. 
based repeated 
Records on each turtle located include: 
of day, habitat type, components of habitat, 
date, time 
domin a nt 
floral species, behavior, age, size, sex, and given code. 
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Habitat recordings; 
Upon location of a turtle, dominant features of the 
turtles· surroundings are noted. 




were identified and 
Five separate and unique habitat types within 
the floodplain and five components of habitat used by the 
turtles were identified. Each turtles immediate 
surroundings were observed for categorization of its 
habitat type and component of habitat. The following is 
a detailed discription of the five habitat types: 
1) Dried Streambed: This is an elongated opening in 
the woods which provides a natural drainage channel for 
the Patuxent River during high waters. Typically the area 
lS slightly muddy with only occassional stretches of 
standing or running water within the channel. The canopy 
1s open along the dried streambed allowing constant 
sunlight to the area. Leaf debris is usually not present 
due to removal by occassional running water; 
providing a muddy surface most of the year. 
and vine debris within the channel 1 s typical. 
ther e fore, 
Fallen log s 
2) Open Woods: This 1s woodland area with s p a , s e 
amounts of underbrush and understory. E>: i s ting 
underbrush is typically low, small herbs. Soil c o ve,ing 
1s provided by decaying leaf debris. The canopy s had e s 
the entire a,ea allowing only small amount s of 
to the woodland floor- on sunny days. 
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s unfl ec k s 
3) Woods With Thick Underbrush: This woodl a nd typ e 
has dense concentrations of underbrush and vine debri s . 
The canopy is not as full as the open woods ' category; 
ho1o-,ever, it still filters most sunlight allowing only 
sunflecks to the woodland floor. 
4) Woods Opening: These are area of the woods with 
openings 
diameter. 
in the canopy greater than three meters in 
Constant sunlight on sunny days floods the 
woods floor. Typically, down trees and vines as well as 
tall (approx imately one meter) herbaceous vegetation 
cover the ground. 
5) Si•,amp: 
wa ter 
These are extremely muddy area s with 
standing sever a l i nches deep in ma ny places . 
Sparse amounts of woody species dot the area. The open 
canopy provides considerable s unlight a t ground 1 evel . 
Gr a sses and nettles occur in the underbrus h. 
found scattered throughout. 
Logs a r e 
Description of the identified components of h a bitat 
are as follows: Turtle were located ... 
1) in Vine Area : Undernea th a d e n s e maze of vine 
material at ground level. 
2) Under a Log: Up aga ins t or und e rne ath a down tr e e 
or decaying log. 
3) Under Dense Ve getat i on: With i n a d e n se 
concentration of tall (one meter or greater) herb aceou s 
veget a tion. 
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4) Out in the Open: Totally clear of all obs t ac les 
(living and nonliving) in the area. 
5) In a Form: A cavity excavated by a box turtle 
in a superficial layer of leaves, debris, low dense 
v egetation or soil. 
Home range: 
Size and location of home range was determined by 





Calculation of range size based upon 
for a ny turtl e found three or more 
times in the 1984 and 1985 s urvey seasons. Two me thods 
for calculat ing home r a ng e were used: 1) rang e l e ngth 
method, where the greatest distance between p o int s o f 
capture constitutes the diameter of a circle repres enting 
the animals home range; 2) convex polygon method, wh e r e 
the outer most points of detection a r- e 
producing a convex polygon. Stickel (195 0) 
conn e ct e d 
ca lcul a t e d 
home range by the range l e ngth me thod. P resen t home 
r a nge e s timates were, ther- e for-e, calcul a t e d u s ing t h i s 
method s o t hat comparison of rang e si ze was poss i bl e . 
The second method, conve>: polygon, e mp l o y e d f o r 
present home range calculations , b ecaus e i t i s con s i d ered 
a more a ccur-ate method of e s timating rang e s iz e . 
An eve n more accurate est i mate was obt a ine d by u s ing 
a trailing device pl a c e d on eleven repr-esent a tive t ur t l e s . 
(F i gure 11). The trailer was made from a s i x ounce can 
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cut to fit smoothly on the carapace of an i n d i v idua l 
turtle. Two wire hooks t o hold the copper wir e sp indl e , 
and a guide loop for the thread were solde r e d t o th e 
inside of the housing. A 320 meter spool of white thread 
was placed on the spindle. The device in entirety was 
f a stened on the turtles bac k using duct tape. The end o f 
the string was tied to a solid object, such a s a log. 
The turtle is then left free to partake in its daily 
activities for a period of twenty- four to four t y-eight 
hours during which the s pool unw i nds mapping o u t t h e 
turtle's r oute. By following the thread, ind i vidual 
t urtle travel routes wer e plotte d on graph pape r i n the 
fi e ld with not e of c ompass read ings a nd p aced o f f 
distance traveled in e ach compass direction. E >: act 
d a ily travels for the el e ven turtl es were o b tai n e d f or 
periods r a nging from two days to el even 
the d a ily excu rsion s o f overa ll map of 
provided an accurate, p r e ci s e est ima t e o f 
s i z e (Se e figures 8 and 9). 
mo n t h s . The 
each t ur t l e 
home r a nge 
Three t u r tl es were f oll o wed in Autumn of 1 984 
during which a hibernation s ite was chosen. Ch icken wire 
f e ncing two a nd one half fee t high was p l aced around each 
h i b e rniculum i n hopes of c atch ing t h e three moni tored 
t urtl es e x i t i n spring. All three were cau g h t l eav i ng 
its hibern i culum in Ap r il and tr a vel monitored for the 
s pring mon t h s o f 1985. The d e vi ces were removed from the 




Fr-om r-epeated captur-e data home r-ange was deter-mined 
by r-ange length and convex polygon methods. Home r-ange 
diameter- calculated by r-ange length method was 96.6 
meters (+ 11.9 meter-s SE) with a r-ange of 40.2 meter-s to 
173.9 meter-s. 
0.73 hectares. 
The ar-ea of this aver-age r-ange s ize is 
Home range ar-ea estimated by the convex 
polygon method was 0. 2 0 hectares with a r-ange of 0 .02 
hectares to 0.45 hectar-es . Mor-e detailed home r-ange 
estimates obtained by the thr-ead tr-ailer- method wa s 0.96 
h ec tar-es with a r-ange of 0.10 h e cta r-es to 3 .17 hec tar-es . 
Habitat type; 
The Chi Squar-e test was u s ed to d etermine pr- e f e r e nce 
of habitat type. The null hypothes i s f or- b ox tur-tl es u se 
of habitat type is: the abundance o f tur-tles f o und in 
each habitat type is pr-opor-tionate to the ar-ea 
enc ompassed by each hab i tat type in the s tudy a r ea . Th e 
alter-native hypothes is to the above s tate me nt i s : t he 
abundance of tur-tles found in each habitat type i s n o t 
pr-opor-tiona t e to the area encompassed by e ach h a bitat 
type in the s tudy area. The a r ea c ove r e d by each h ab i t a t 
and the number- of turtles found in each ar-ea is as 
follows : 
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1) Study- area in 1984: 
a) Dried Streambed: 2.23 hectares; 31 turtles 
b) Open Woods: 3.24 hectares; 20 turtles 
c) Swamp: 1.52 hectares; 8 turtles 
d) Woods with Thick Underbrush:3.04 ha;10 tur. 
e) Woods Opening: 1.11 hectares; 22 turtles 
2) Study area in 1985: 
a) Dried streambed: 2.83 hectares; 47 turtles 
b) Open Woods: 4.05 hectares; 17 turtles 
c) Swamp: O; was not used in Chi Square estimate 
d) Woods with Thick Underbrush:3.72 ha;2 tur. 
e) Woods Opening: 1.21 hectares; 20 turtles 
Based upon results from Chi Square testing, the null 
hypothes is for use of habitat type is rejected with a 
99.999 % confidence level for both 1984 and 1985. 
Therefore, the 
that 
alternative hypothesis is accepted 
suggesting box turtles prefer some habitat types 
over others <See figures 1 and 2). 
The Chi Square test was used to determine preference 
of components of habitat. The null hypothesis for box 
turtles use of components of habitat is: The abundance 
of turtles using each component of habitat is equal. The 
alternative hypothesis for box turtles use o f compon ents 
of habitat is: The abundance of turtles using each 
component of habitat is not equal. Based upon res ult s 
from Chi Square testing, the null hypothesis for 
components of habitat is rejected with a 99.999 'l. 
confidence level for both 1984 and 1985. Therefore, the 
31 
alternative hypothesis is accepted suggesting that 
turtles pr-efer- specific components of habitats 




IV. POPULATION SIZE AND SEX RATIO: 
TABLE A: OBSERVED NUMBER OF TURTLES AND SEX RATIO 




------------ ------ -------------------------- -------- ---
: 1945: 257 77 1002 284 122:107 
(100:88) 
: 1955: 172 57 1184- 291 118:121 
< 100: 103) 
: 1965: 304 81 941 230 85:117 
( 100: 138) 
: 1975: 236 75 443 117 3 5:62 
< 100: 177) 
: 1984: 345.5 84 95 61 13 :37 
(100:285) 
: 1985: 232 34 87 58 12:29 
( 100: 242) 
Man Hours = Total number of hours spent surveying the 
study area in search of turtles. 
Days= Total number of days spent searching for turtles. 
No. captures= Total number of times all the turtles were 
found. 
Turtles Number of individual turtles found. 
Se:-: Ratio Total number of females ver s u s males of 
turtles 20 years old and older. 
Population size; 
The Schnabel technique of estimating population size 
using repeated captures was used. This provides an 
estimate of the total population within the study area as 
opposed to the number observed provided in Table A. The 
1984 study site, 11.13 hectares, contains an estimated 
population of 92 turtles. (8.30 turtles per hectare). 
The 1985 study site, 11.82 hectares, contain s an 
estimated 
hectare). 
population of 105 turtles (8.92 turtles per 
(See tables 1 and 2; and figure 5). 
Se}: ratio; 
Sex ratio for each study year between 1945 and 1985 
were tested for deviation from an equal abundance of both 
males and females. The null hypothesis of sex ratios for 
each year is: sex ratios are 1:1; showing equilibrium 
between the number of males and females. The alternative 
hypothesis is: sex ratios are not 1:1; showing a skewed 
number of males versus females. Based upon r esult s from 
Chi Square testing, the years 1945, 1955, and 1965 
accepted the null hypothesis showing equilibrium of se>: 
ratios during these years. The year s 1975, 1984, an d 
1985 reject the null hypothes i s with than 
99.99 % confidence level. Therefore, the alter-nati ve 
hypothes is is accepted for- these year-s suggesting that a 
s kewed sex ratio has existed since 1975. 
DISCUSSION 
Home range; 
Home range diameter estimates of the Patu>:ent 
population in 1945 were: 100.58 meters (+7.92 meters SE) 
for males and 112.78 meters (+8.84 meters SE) for females 
(range 
diameter 
1 ength method>. The area for these estimates of 
are 7945.37 meters and 9989.76 meters 
respectively. These estimates in comparison to the 
present study depict a small reduction in home range size 
over the past fourty years. Schwartz (1974) determined 
average home range for box turtles in Missouri as 1.54 
h ectares for males and 1.46 hectares for females. The 
average home range size calculated by the convex 
method for Patuxent turtles was .202 hectares. 
polygon 
As s t ated 
previously, the Schwartzs average range size based upon 
repeated captures were larger than estimates of average 
range size obtained by the thread-trailer method and 
radiotelemetry. HovJever, the trailer method in thi s 
study resulted in an average home range est imate 4.72 
times greater than range estimates by repeated captures. 
The differences noted between the two s tudies are 
possibly a product of different aver age number of 
recaptures of each turtle (3 recaptures/turtle for thi s 
study; apprm-: i ma tel y 5-7 recaptures/turtle for the 
Schwartzs' study). In addition, the trailer devic e 
provides information on the specific daily travels of the 
tur-tle. Radiotelemetr-y and repeated capture data 
pr-ovides points of location, but no information is 
obtained 
points. 
for the turtle travels between these capture 
Theref or-e, the estimate of .955 hectares 
obtained by the tr-ailer- method, may be a more accurate 
estimate of the box turtles true range size at the 
Patuxent study site. 
In the literature survey, five factors governing 
home range size were discussed. Two of the five; body 
size, and trophic level did not change for the studied 
population. Population density is a third factor that 
may 
tends 
influence home rang e s ize. In theory range size 
to be smaller in densely populated areas. 
However, the Patuxent population of box turtles is on a 
steady and drastic population decline <Turtl es column in 
Table A) • If population density was governing this 
population, 
1945 and 
the home range should have increased between 
1985 during which the popul ati on size was 
rapidly decreasing. However, range size during this 
period decreased. 
Metabolic rate, daily energy expenditure, was 
hypothesized by McNab (1963) to increase under inferior 
habitat, therefore, increasing range size. Since home 
range has remained relatively stable, deterioration of 
the study-area habitat over the p ast four decades does 
not seem probable. 
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Two turtles in 1984 were observed each using t wo 
seperate seasonal home ranges. Both used a dry wood e d 
area during fall, winter and spring. Summer was spe nt 
approximately 122 meters away in one of the swamps. Use 
of the swamp area directly corresponded with the hottest 
period of the year, July and August. 
Population size; 
The Patu}:ent floodplain study-site harbor s 
approximately 8.6 turtles per hectare according to th e 
results from the Schnabel method of estimating popul a tion 
size. Stickel < 1950) det e rmined that the density of 
t urtles per hectare to be 10.6 in 1945. Only adult 
turtles found two or more times we re used to obtain thi s 
estimate. Results from the present study using Sticke l · s 
method (Total number of adults found two or more t imes ) 
are approximately 3.95 turtles per hect a r e in 1985 . Th e 
size difference between 1945 and 1985 e st ima t es depi ct a 
dr a stic decline in th e density of tur t l es wi t hin t h e 
t h e study site. This coinc ides wi t h the reducti on of 
number of turtles found during th e course of eac h s tudy 
since 1965. Possible influe nces of this d e cli ne a r e 
suggested at the end o f th i s discus sion. 
Schwartz and Schwar t z (1974) also noted a d ec rease 
in population density during the ir nine year study. 
Estima tes of 34.6 tur t les per hect a re at the o n set of 
their study steadily declined to 17. 3 turtl e s per h ectar e 
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by its culmination. The initial density may have 
resulted from logging three years prior to the beginning 
of the study. Logging opened the forest canopy while the 
downed tree tops provided a variety of hiding places for 
the bm-: turtles. As the canopy closed and tree tops 
habitat capacity for box turtles probably decayed, 
dwindled; influencing turtle population density in the 
area. 
Habitat types and components of habitat; 
Two habitat types, ' dried streambeds' and ' woods 
opening composed the smallest of acreage 
(with the exception of s wamps 
proportion 
in 1984). In a ddition, 
the greatest number of turtles wer e found in these two 
areas; showing a considerable preference for dried 
Both streambeds and woods opening. (Figures 1 and 2) . 
habitat types typically have an open cano py 
constant sunlight into the area on sunny days. 
a llowing 
Turtl es 
were often observed basking in the sun, even during 
extremely wa rm conditions , i.e. 35 C. The se two habit a t 
types also typically harbor mazes of logs , vine d e b ri s , 
and tall herbaceous ground cover. These three c o mpon e n t s 
of habitat we re all used by the turtl e s, but the great e s t 
pre f e r e n c e wa s for l o g s t o wedge a g a inst a nd hid e und e r. 
The greates t number of turtles were found in 
<Totally clear of all obs tacles in the area). 
the ope n 
Loc a ting 
turtl es s tanding i n a c learing i s cons iderably e a s ier 
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than finding turtles in forms, vine mazes or under logs. 
The high 
possibly 
number of turtles found out in the open 
due to a bias observation technique and not 
is 
a 
preference by the turtles. 
Swamps, making up a small portion of the study- area, 
are used by box turtles during hot, dry spells. Eight 
turtles were discovered in July and August, 1984, seeking 
refuge underneath a pool of saturated mud. Long periods 
of time, as great as tvJO weeks, have been spent 
motionless under the swampy pools. Greater numbers than 
observed 
loc a tion 
may be aestivating in these swamps. 
of turtles in these areas are 
However, 
extremely 
difficult, because the top of the carapace is often the 
only portion of the turtle exposed. 
Schwartz and Schwartz (1974) observed a population 
decline, during the course of their nine year study (From 
600 to 400 turtles in 22.27 hectare) They noted that 
certain land use practices may have had a positive but 
temporary impact on the population density. Three year- s 
prior to the onset of their research, the s tudy-ar- ea was 
logged for- stave bolts; leaving the upper trunk s a nd 
Th e down e d crowns as piles of debris on the ground. 
trees left openings in the canopy and provided c over 
close to the ground. No logging occurred during the nine 
year study permitting growth of the understory closure 
of the open areas by thick brush. Loss of these open 
3 9 
areas may have been an influenial factor in the 
population reduction. 
Management of parklands for the greatest box turtle 
population density may include: 
1) Opening of forest canopy: Natural openings of 
the forest canopy are often created where trees have died 
or fal 1 en. Maintenance of these areas is possible by 
periodic removal of saplings in the open area. Where a 
deficiency of these natural openings occur, the forest 
canopy can be opened by selectively removing one or two 
a djacent trees to create the small openings prefered by 
t he box turtles. 
2) Maintenance of logs: Logs are often removed 
from woodland floors for a number of reasons: to improve 
the aesthetics of the forest; reduce fire hazard; or for 
use as f i revJood. Box turtles, as well as a number of 
other vertebrates and invertebrates, extensively use s uch 
logs. Down trees are e:-:cel lent hiding a nd 
typically provide moist ground underneath. 
places 
Re moval of 
logs from parklands should therefore be prohibite d e x cept 
under unique and neces sary circumstances. 
3) Provision of vegetational debris: Parkland s 
with deficient quantities of logs, vine mass es and other 
vegetational debris can be supplemented. Cluster- s of 
vines, sticks and logs placed in woods openings and nea r 
moist areas, such as swamps, can provide the necessary 
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cover to increase an area's habitat capacity for box 
t ur-tles. 
Se>: ratio; 
A drastic decline in population size has been 
accompanied by a reduction in proportion of females to 
males. The slight female biased sex ratio (.96:1) noted 
in 1945 has steadily reversed to a considerable male bias 
(1:2.42) by 1985. Declining proportions of females to 
males is viewed as typical of a declining population 
(Stickel, 1950). 
Habitat; 
The wandlands of the study-area have remained as a 
natural area since the original study in 1945. 
Succession has not been manipulated by man and principal 
plant 
Stewart 
species listed for the study area by Hotchkiss and 
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The study site habitat is classified as mature 
forests consisting of trees 11 to 15 inche s DBH. An 
understory of spicebush bl ac khaw 
<~i~~cn~m grunifolium) a nd paw-paw <Asimina trilob~> is 
p resent 
the area. 
in both dense a nd s p a r ce quantities throughout 
Mature forests, plagued by disease, inse cts 
and wind damage, characteristically h a ve many down tr e e s 
and snags which open the canopy allowing s unlight to 
r each the forest floor. De n s e quantities o f h e rb aceous 
material , stimulated by th e increa s e of l i g ht, is a l so a 
c ommon occurrance in scattered areas of these matur e 
forests. Pole st a ge for est , with a n a v er a g e of 5- 11 
inches DBH, lack s mos t of the a bove mention e d qua liti es . 
The den s e c a nopy of the young tr e e s filter s s unli g h t 
resulting in a sparse under story a nd h erb aceou s 
ground c over. 
Changes in habitat over the l a st 4 0 y ear s a re 
pr i marily a result of for est ma turation. Th e stud y-site 
n o w pos ses ses more of the typical ch a r a cteristi cs of th e 
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mature forest than in the late 1940's. Each of 
characterestics; opened canopy, downed trees, 




turtle habitat. Therefore, the reduction in home range 
size of the Patuxent box turtle population may be a 
factor of the habitat improvements. The turtles basic 
requirements may now be provided within a smaller area 
than in 1945, resulting in smaller home range. Why, then, 
the drastic population decline since 1965 and 1975, 
during an era of improved habitat within the study site? 
Changes to the surrounding area of the Patu:{ent 
Research Center have occurred: upstream water treatment 
plants have released chlorine into the river; the river 
has been polluted by run-off and other sources; 
reservoirs have impounded upstream water causing scouring 
floods when floodgates are opened; increased hi gh~'<Jay 
systems and residential communities in the vicinity have 
altered the surrounding habitat. 
Large areas of the floodplain in the eastern coastal 
plain valley, such as the study area, ar-e washed over 
periodically under- natural conditions. This 
flooding occur-s primarily in the spr-ing months du e to 
spring thaws and rains. Individual adult tur-tles display 
remar-kable ability to remain in their home ranges despite 
flood conditions. Several individuals with known home 
r-anges have been observed displaced during flood per-iods 
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then later located again within their home range 
(Stickel, 194•8). At the study-area, severe flooding 
occurs more frequently now since two 
impoundments were built in 1944 and 1949 several miles 
upstream from the study area. Floods inundate the study 
area through- out the year as opposed to primarily spring 
months under natural conditions. 
I suggest that the noted population decline is due 
to floods causing increased mortality during the egg 
stage and among hatchlings. Flooding under natural 
conditions, occurring primarily in spring, does not 
September) interfere with box turtle eggs (June through 
and hatchlings (September and October). However, 
flooding induced by the opening of floodgates often 
occurs during the summer and fall months in the study-
area, overlapping the incubation period and hatching 
time. Inundation of incubating eggs increases mortality. 
A pronounced population decline was not obs erved 
until the decade between 1965 and 1975; approximat e ly 
year s after d a m c on s truction. Turtl e s younger twenty 
than tvJent y years of age are usually not loc ated as 
readily as their elders. Therefore, incre a s ed egg 
mortality would not be noticed until twenty y ear s a ft e r 
the onset of man-induced flooding, creating a twenty year 
time lag between actual population decline and 
obs ervation of this decline. 
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Eggs subjected to prolonged periods of inundation 
experience decreased incubation temperatures. Since 
males develop from eggs incubated at cooler temperatures, 
a greater proportion of males should result when 
increasing numbers of clutches are flooded. Therefore, 
the significantly skewed se>: ratios of the study 
population may have ultimately resulted from increased 
flood conditions in the study-area. 
Recommendations for future studies: 
The first recommendation is to determine, through 
e >: per i mental testing, if the bo>: turtle population 
density at Patuxent is being influenced by artificial 
due to upstream dams. Comparison of a turtle flooding 
population found in the same type of habitat above and 
below the dams may yield some useful information. In 
addition, laboratory experimentation to test box turtl e 
eggs abilities to withstand inundation for v a ri e d 
periods of time will help determine if the floo d s a r e 
smothering the eggs. 
The second recommendation is to continue the 
presently successive study of the box turtle p o pul at ion 
each ten years. Extensive data for thousands of turtl es 
since 1944 affords a unique opportunity to make brea k 
throughs in ecological studies. Answers to the questions 
of mans true impact on the environment may be provide d by 
long-term s tudies such as this one. 
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APPENDIX A 
TECHNIQUES OF ESTIMATING AGE; 
Each s cale on the box turtles carapace and plas tron 
h a s growth rings. Each ring is believed to correspond to 
one year. Rings are counted starting in the center of a 
scale, working towards the margin. The first or center 
ring is not counted since it is present at hatching. Age 
of turtl es with 20 or more rings per scale a re record e d 
as 20 plus due to rings towards the margin of t h e s cal e 
b e ing indistinguishable for accurate counting. 
BODY SIZE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES; 
Measurements using a caliber are obtained for 
carapace; height, length, a nterior and pos terior width; 
plastr-on; a nterior and posterior length, width a t t h e 
hinge and widest poin t . Me a s ur e ment s wer e t aken only 
o nce per individual per survey s eas on. 
TECHNIQUES OF SEXING THE BOX TURTLES; 
of adults was det e rmined by a seri es of 
s e c ondary characteristics which di s tinguish es t he 
s e x es with r e lative accuracy. 
S ee table b e l o w: 
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CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES USED IN SEXING EASTERN 
BOX TURTLES 
Characteristics Male Female 
color of iris red yellow-brown 
:concavity of concave flat/slightly 
pl astron concave 
tail long, stout :short, tapers 
hind 1 i mb nails short, curved : 1 ong, slender 
plastron length > 140 mm. < 140 mm. 
dorsal carapace wide, flared no flare 
TECHNIQUES IN MARKING THE TURTLE; 
Each turtle 1 ocated was permanently marked 
future identification by filing a series of notches 
·for 
o n 
varied combinations of the marginal laminae or scutes. 
The notches filed were determined according to the Cagle 
Coding System. Beginning anteriorly, the marginals a r e 
numbered on each side from one to twelve. of 
four notches on four seperate marginal s were u s ed 
1984 and 1985 survey seasons. Marginals four through 
seven on both sides were not used as they form the 
carapace-plastron bridge. The code numbers correspond to 
47 
the combination of marked marginals. Code number s 
representing notches on the same side of the carapace are 
seperated by commas. Numbers designating codes on the 
A left and right side are seperated by a hyphen. 
"endless" array of code combinations can be formed using 
this sys tem, and identification is permanent and easily 
read. Occassionally, injury to the carapace causing loss 
or severe chipping of the marginals interfered with the 
code, inhibiting absolute identification of the turtle 
(See figure 10}. 
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APPENDIX B 
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Table 1: Schnabel population estimate using mark-re capture data 
for 1984. 
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A number captured in a day 
B number marked available for capture 
C number marked animals caught in one day 
DAY A B AB C 
6/9 1 0 0 0 
6/12 3 1 3 0 
6/13 1 4 4 0 
6/16 1 5 5 0 
6/17 2 6 12 0 
6/20 3 8 24 0 
6/23 2 11 22 0 
6/24 2 13 26 1 
6/28 2 14 28 0 
f::12 9 4 16 64 0 
7 /1 4 20 80 1 
7/2 3 23 69 1 
7/4 3 25 75 1 
7/6 3 27 81 0 
7 /7 3 30 90 1 
7/9 1 32 128 2 
7 /14 4 34 102 3 
7/16 3 34 102 2 
7 /17 4 35 140 3 
7/22 1 36 36 0 
7/23 1 37 37 0 
7/24 4 37 148 2 
, 
7/26 2 39 78 0 
7/27 1 41 41 1 
7/28 2 41 82 0 
7/30 1 43 43 0 
8/2 1 44 44 1 
8/4 2 44 88 0 
8/5 4 46 184 4 
8/6 2 46 92 1 
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Table for Schnabel population estimate continued (1984): 
DAY A B AB C 
8/11 4 47 188 3 
8/13 2 48 96 1 
8/16 1 49 49 1 
8/18 1 49 49 1 
8/23 1 49 49 1 
8/25 1 49 49 1 
8/26 1 49 49 0 
8 /2 8 3 50 150 0 
9/2 2 53 106 0 
9/3 2 55 110 0 
9/9 2 57 114 1 
9/ 11 2 58 116 1 
9/15 1 59 59 0 
9/22 2 60 120 2 
9/29 1 60 60 0 
9/30 1 61 61 0 
10/13 l 62 62 1 
10/19 1 62 62 0 
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Table 2: Schnabel population estimate using mark-recapture data 
in 1985 
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A number of captured in a day 
B number marked available for capture 
C number of marked animals caught in one day 
DAY A B AB C 
5/22 4 0 0 0 
5/28 2 4 8 0 
6/2 2 6 12 0 
6/3 1 8 8 0 
6/9 4 9 36 0 
6/10 2 13 26 0 
6/12 4 15 60 0 
6/16 4 19 76 0 
6/17 3 23 69 1 
6/19 1 25 25 1 
6/24 6 25 150 1 
6/26 1 30 30 0 
6/30 3 31 93 1 
7/1 3 33 99 1 
7 /7 4 35 1'10 2 
7/8 3 37 111 0 
7/14 3 40 120 2 
7 /15 4 41 164 1 
7/17 4 44 176 2 
7/21 2 46 92 1 
7/22 4 47 188 2 
7/24 4 49 196 3 
7/28 3 50 150 3 
7/29 3 so 150 0 
8/4 4 53 212 1 
8/5 1 56 56 0 
8/6 1 57 57 1 
8/12 1 57 57 0 
8 /14 2 58 116 1 
-----
8/18 2 59 118 2 
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Figure 5: Results from population estimates for 1984 and 1985 
using the Schnabel method. 
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1984: 
P population estimate 
A number of captured in a day 
B number marked available for capture 
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Figure 8: This map shows the detailed travels of a n adult fe-
male box turtle, number 16, from June 29, 1984 through June 1, 
1985 (Data obtained by the thread-trailer method). The lines, 
representing the daily route of the turtle, stop and start at 
various points due to the string breaking and the turtle later 
found within its home range. Data of the turtles location is 
not available between July 24, 1984 through August 25, 1984 and 
September 22 , 1984 through September 27, 1984 due to the string 
breaking, resulting in temporary loss of the turtle. The monitor 
was finally r e moved from the turtle on June 1, 1985, when the 
turtle was found crossing the Patuxent River. 
Results from two methods of estimating home range are: 
a) Range length method: 
145.84 7 meters (diameter of the home range ) 
b) Minimum area method or convex polygon method: 









F i gur e 9: This ma p shows the deta iled travels of an adult male 
box turtle, number 33, from August 18, 1984 through October 30, 
1984 (Data obtained by thread-trailer method). The lines repre-
sent the turtles meandering on each day. 
Results from two methods of estimating home range are: 
a ) Ra n g e leng th me thod: 
332.959 meters (Diameter of the home range) 




SCALE: 1cm. • 19.65 meters 












Figure 10: This diagram depicts the carapace of a box turtle. 
The outer laminae on the right and left side are numbered through 
12 starting at the head. scutes numbered 4 through 8 are not 
used since they form the bridge between the carapace and 
plastron. The code shown in this diagram is 3-1, 8, 10 
(Saute number 3 on the left side, and scutes numbers 
1, 8 and 10 are all filed). 
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